The Future of Nursing . . .  
Will You Be Ready To Lead?

**PhD and DNP**

The profession of nursing is on the move and major educational shifts are on the horizon by 2015. Doctoral prepared nurses will be essential members of interdisciplinary teams who provide leadership in the creation, clarification and refinement of nursing knowledge and practice.

UNMC College of Nursing will host an Open House in Omaha and Lincoln for nurses interested in learning about what the national changes mean and what earning a PhD (Doctor of Philosophy) or DNP (Doctor of Nursing Practice) degree is all about. In addition we will discuss:

- How to select the right degree—PhD or DNP?
- How to finance your degree
- How to juggle life as a student

If you’ve thought about a doctoral program, this event is a great first step to gather information and get your questions answered.

You Are Invited!

**You Are Invited!**

**OMAHA CAMPUS**

**Date:**  
Sunday, October 9th

**Time:**  
1:00 – 3:00 pm CST

**Location:**  
College of Nursing Science  
3rd Floor Student Atrium  
41st and Dewey  
Omaha, NE

---

**LINCOLN CAMPUS**

**Date:**  
Tuesday, October 11th

**Time:**  
3:00 – 6:00 pm CST

**Location:**  
College of Nursing  
1230 O Street, Suite 131, Commerce Court  
(Wells Fargo Building)

---

**PhD nurse scientists are a critical link in the discovery and translation of knowledge that can be generated by nurses and other health scientists. A sustainable supply of and support for nurse scientist is needed (IOM, 2010)**

**Nurses with DNP’s are clinical scholars who translate research, shape systems of care, potentiate individual care into care needed to serve populations and ask the clinical questions that influence organizational-level research to improve performance. (IOM, 2010)**

Please RSVP to: Christine Rumery at crumery@unmc.edu or 402-559-6626 for information on parking/directions

For more info on our Programs: www.unmc.edu/nursing